Tisha B’Av

Kinot on Location
SHULIE MISHKIN
“Arzei HaLevanon” | The Bar Kochba Hiding Caves in Midras
RABBI BARNEA LEVI SELAVAN
“Cry for Israel Who Fell by the Sword” | The Scene of the Tragedy at the Burnt House
EVE HAROW
“B’Leil Zeh Yivkeyun” | Beitar & Bar Kochba: Understanding the Final, Doomed Battle with the Romans on the Road to Jerusalem in Judea 136 CE

Global Antisemitism
A Conversation with Professor Alan Dershowitz

A Message for Tisha B’Av
Sivan Rahav Meir

The Power of Rachel’s Tears
Presented by Rabbi David Fohrman of Aleph Beta

Jerusalem and the Temple Mount
with Yossi Klein Halevi, Rabbi Yehudah Glick and Eve Harow
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